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Ar plasma sputtering contribution
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 35 Å Reference
 35 Å cap with 14 s Ar plasma
Si 2T















 45 Å Reference
 45 Å cap with 14 s Ar plasma
Si 2T
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.08$*& V] )a ")9)2 ,S&1%*) #/%)02&+ )3%&* !:<% #2 >0bA#>4 -&%&*#,%)1B 3#* ) +033&*&2% 2$9/&* #3
1;1?&, )2+ +033&*&2% S#(&*H /a )2+ 1a )*& ,-#(028 %-& )%#901 )*&) +&2,0%; 3*#9 "J> )3%&*
+033&*&2% 2$9/&* #3 !:<% 1;1?&, )2+ +033&*&2% S#(&*H ?02& )++&+ 3#* 8$0+028 %-& &;&,C 

















.08$*& W] `[> ,S&1%*) #3 *&3&*&21& ,)9S?&, )2+ !:<% *&1&,,&+ ,)9S?&, ,%#SS028 )% %-& 02%&*3)1&
>0bA#>4 
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.08$*& f] Q#2 @&?#10%; +0,%*0/$%0#2 3$21%0#2, 3#* +033&*&2% ,&%S#02%, #3 /0), @#?%)8& 3#* )a ?#( /0),
*)28& )2+ /a -08- /0), *)28&C !/#@& 4U e /0), @#?%)8&E %-& 0#2 @&?#10%; +0,%*0/$%0#2, /&1#9&,
/*#)+E *)28028 %# -08- &2&*80&,C 
 
.08$*& \] ")9)2 ?02&,1)2 #@&* %-& !:<%O*&1&,,&+ *&80#2 )3%&* %-& 1#2@&*,0#2 S*#1&,,C '-& !:<%O
*&1&,,&+ *&80#2, ,-#( #2?; %-& S&)B, 3*#9 A#>4C '-& )*&) (-01- (), 9),B&+ ,-#( 02 )++0%0#2
%-& %#S Y>4h, 1-)*)1%&*0,%01 S&)B,C '-& 901*#,1#S; 09)8& (0%- %-& )**#( ,-#(, %-& ,1)22028
+0*&1%0#2 #3 %-& )*&) (0%- %-& -&%&*#,%)1B )2+ %-& ,028?&O9)%&*0)? )*&)C '-& ,1)?& /)* 0, 4UU x9C 
'(
)(
























































































.08$*& DU] '<A 1*#,,O,&1%0#2 09)8&, ,-#(028 )a %-& -&%&*#,%)1B (0%- %-& &?&9&2%)? >0 )2+ %-&
>0X4 -)*+9),BH /a %-& *&80#2 (-01- (), 1#@&*&+ +$*028 !:<% /; %-& -)*+9),B )2+ %-&2
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